Dear Katie & Diggy,

Re: Hatchards HomeFinders

As a British ex-pat couple, hoping to return from the Middle East to the UK in the next 18 months to
2 years, we had started to use the web to look for a property to return to and found your service
more by accident than design! What a fortunate find!
First contact was made by email just 10 days before our planned a brief 2 week trip to the UK to
attend a wedding. In that time we had hoped to spend whatever time we could taking a look at
estate agents’ details and perhaps a viewing or two in some likely areas.
From the moment of our first contact by email, Katie and Diggy pulled out all the stops on our
behalf. First to find out about us, our likes and dislikes, and second our areas of preference. Our
first meeting took place 5 days after we arrived in the UK – a bit of a litmus test, but very, very
useful. The first details were received by us in an email just hours after that first meeting. Wow!
Katie and Diggy had covered so many local agents, sifted through a mountain of potential property
types, and the pile of agents’ details rejects, based on our early discussions was impressive –
although a bit worrying if you are a staunch supporter of trees!!
Within the next 7 days – which included a bank holiday weekend when the world and his wife came
to a halt in the UK, we had viewed around 10 carefully selected properties on 3 separate dates,
getting closer and closer to our preferences. Katie and Diggy are so very good at asking the right
questions; making you really focus on the important factors when seeking that perfect property.
Their obvious energy, enthusiasm and commitment to finding just the right property for us seemed
boundless.
Quite by chance, my wife and I ‘stumbled’ across a property in an area which we had not yet had
time to cover with Katie and Diggy, knocked on the door to make an appointment to visit as we had
just 2 days left in the UK, and the vendors invited us in. It was just what we had been looking for.
None-the-less, when told about it, there was no question of their giving up the quest on our behalf.
We arranged a joint visit through the agent, which subsequently led to an impromptu strategy
meeting in the rear of our car. We invited Katie to enter into negotiations with the vendor on our
behalf (more objective and market savvy than us, you see).
With 1 day left in the UK before we had to return to the Middle East, the first offer was put in by
Katie the following morning, and as expected, rejected. As agreed a slightly improved offer was
made within an hour or so, and the offer accepted!!
In the space of 8 days working with Katie and Diggy, we had not only covered an enormous amount
of ground, but only spent time actually viewing properties that were close to our preferences –

these being refined all the time. As a result of their work, we found the right property, made an offer
and agreed the purchase at significantly less than the asking price, all in the space of 36 hours!!
We cannot recommend Hatchards Home Finders highly enough. Not only are Katie and Diggy
personable, bright and wonderful ladies to work with, but their customer service as a far as we are
concerned, is just exemplary. We truly hope their business goes from strength to strength – they
really deserve it.
Ian and Caroline Bowen
Oman.

